THE "TEACHERS' DEFENCE":
Section 43 in the Modern World

—Brian A Vail, QC, Field LLP

An increasing number of teachers are being criminally charged with assault in Alberta. Sometimes these allegations are exaggerated or maliciously brought by students or parents to advance a hidden agenda. In many of these cases, it is not disputed that the teacher had some physical contact with the child.

Not all physical contact by a teacher with a child is unjustified or criminal. Teachers charged with assault have the same defences available to them as anybody else, including self-defence, defence of others, etc. However, teachers and parents have an additional defence—s. 43 of the Criminal Code1, the so-called "parent and teacher defence." It is the most important justification for a teacher's application of force to a student. The question for the criminal court in most assault cases is whether or not s. 43 applies to exonerate the teacher.

Physical contact of various types is common between teachers and students in modern schools. Teachers who wish to remain employed and stay out of the criminal justice system need to understand the difference between acceptable and unacceptable contact. It is important for teachers in the trenches to understand how the offence of assault is defined and the limits of the s. 43 defence.

The following will summarize how the modern concept of s. 43 has developed over time.

Assault

Common assault is defined in s. 265 of the Criminal Code. There are three ways in which assault can be committed.

The most common involves the physical application of force2, the elements of which are
1. the application of force to another person, directly or indirectly;
2. without that person's consent.

The application of force must be intentional. Accidentally bumping into someone does not count. However, the motive behind the touching is irrelevant. If the application of force in question was intended, it does not matter how well intentioned a teacher may have been in applying it.

The degree of force applied does not matter. Any touching, however minor, is sufficient, including taking a child by the arm or patting a student on the back.

The consent of the person touched can be expressed or implied. For example, it is implied that hockey players consent to body checks during a game and, in some cases, even those beyond the rules of the game. However, in teacher-student situations, a child's consent is usually absent. Students are not generally willing to be led to the office for discipline.

A second way of committing common assault is by attempting or threatening, by an act or gesture, to apply force to another person if that person believes, on reasonable grounds,
that the toucher has the ability to carry out the application of force. It is extremely rare for a teacher to be charged with assault in the absence of actual physical contact, but it has happened in Alberta in the recent past.

For the sake of completeness, I note that a third way of committing assault is to openly wear or carry a weapon (real or imitation) while accosting or impeding another person, or by begging.

There are aggravated forms of assault, which can involve more serious penalties. They all involve the elements of common assault plus additional factors. These include assault with a weapon, aggravated assault (which is assault plus wounding, maiming, disfiguring or endangering the life of the victim) and sexual assault (assault with a sexual element).

Thus, every time a teacher takes a student by the hand or arm, pushes or physically directs a student, or has any other form of intentional contact, an assault is established. In the majority of cases when a teacher intentionally contacts a student, s. 43 is the only thing standing between that teacher and a criminal conviction.

The development of the modern s. 43

Section 43, as it currently reads, provides as follows:

**Correction of child by force**

43. Every schoolteacher, parent or person standing in the place of a parent is justified in using force by way of correction toward a pupil or child, as the case may be, who is under his care, if the force does not exceed what is reasonable under the circumstances.

R.S., c. C-34, s. 43.

The parent-and-teacher defence has been part of Canadian criminal law since 1892.

Section 43 was first codified into our criminal law in 1892 and is based on English common law. In addition to permitting parents and teachers to "correct" children, the English common law also allowed the use of corporal punishment by husbands against wives, by employers against adult servants, and by masters against apprentices.

By the time of codification of the criminal law in 1892, the right to use corporal punishment on wives and servants was no longer legally justified. However, the right of masters to use corporal punishment against apprentices remained in the Criminal Code until 1955. The corporal punishment of criminals, by whipping, was permitted up until 1972.

The wording of the section has not been altered over time as it relates to teachers, though its interpretation and application have radically changed, along with society's values. The concept that sparing the rod spoils the child has been around since the Bible was written. As late as 1994, between 70 and 75 per cent of Canadian parents admitted to using physical punishment with their children.

However, there can be no doubt that the attitude of Canadian society to the application of corrective force to children has been changing dramatically in recent years. When I went to school starting in the early 1960s, most Alberta school districts expressly allowed corporal punishment, including the infamous strap. Various forms of corrective physical force by parents and teachers were approved of and held by the courts to be protected by s. 43, including slapping faces, strapping bare buttocks with a belt leaving welts and even tying up disobedient children. Meanwhile, the opinion that the application of physical force to correct children should be prohibited has been gaining strength.

The matter came to a head in Canada in the first part of this century, culminating in the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in Canadian Foundation for Children, Youth and the Law v. Canada (Attorney General). A children's rights group, the Canadian Foundation for Children, Youth and the Law (CFYL), challenged the constitutionality of s. 43 in court.
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They argued that s. 43 should be stricken down entirely as offending the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The CFYL tendered the opinions of a plethora of experts to the effect that physical discipline of children is ineffective, even harmful or abusive. In defending s. 43, the federal government decided not to challenge those expert opinions but argued that s. 43 was constitutional, properly interpreted and applied.

The Supreme Court held that s. 43 is constitutional but laid down the modern legal rules for its application, based on what the Court found to be the current "social consensus." The Court rejected the CFYL's argument that s. 43 is unnecessary because police and prosecutors could be trusted to exercise their discretion not to prosecute minor corrective contacts between teachers and parents and children. I can assure you that s. 43 is still necessary because police and prosecutors do not always exercise that discretion. I have had to defend teachers on assault charges for the most minor physical contacts, both before and after the CFYL case was decided.

Of note, the Supreme Court held that s. 43 no longer protects teachers in employing corporal punishment and defined the limits of force teachers can apply to direct or correct a child (falling short of corporal punishment). Much of the case law prior to the CFYL case has been relegated to the dustbin of history.

Part 2 to follow in the next issue of Leadership Update.
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Q: What is an assignable time or instructional time clause and what are the implications of these things for my school?
A: An instructional time clause or assignable time clause limits teachers' time in the class or limits time spent in performing assignable duties. These limits allow teachers to put more time and effort into their other professional duties: lesson preparation; student assessment; researching classroom resources; meeting with parents, colleagues and service providers; and preparing class materials and learning assessments/rubrics. Beyond these professional duties, many teachers still like to volunteer their skills and valuable time to build relationships with students through extracurricular activities such as athletics and fine arts, during lunchtime or after school.

Many boards are currently adding more instructional days to their calendars, arguing that the additional time is required to cover days lost to weather-related school closures. Other boards argue that more assignable time results in higher diploma and achievement test results. These explanations overlook the fact that it is quality rather than the quantity of time that results in better student learning. To alleviate this problem, boards could choose to stay closer to the 950-hour minimum for Grades 1 through 9, and 1000-hour minimum for Grades 10, 11 and 12. This extra time would give teachers more time to identify and meet each student's needs.

Studies done by ATA locals (Calgary Public and Rocky View) show that teachers are spending between 52 and 55 hours in the areas of instructional time, assignable time and other professional duties. Much of this time is spent on initiatives created by government or local school boards. Many of these initiatives, such as Inclusive Education Planning Tools (IEPTs), consume valuable teacher time that could be spent on planning quality lessons or assessing student learning. This situation does not produce the best conditions for professional practice. Government and school boards need to give teachers the autonomy to act in the best interests of students based on their professional judgment. Eliminating make-work initiatives would allow teachers to focus on what is most important—students.

Many administrators inquire about what duties count as assignable time. Assigned time includes instruction and any other tasks teachers perform at the direction of administrators and/or boards such as supervision, PD and staff meetings. The arbitration process has also identified the following activities as assignable time:

• The 15 minutes before and after school
• The time between warning bell and commencement of class (AM and PM start in junior and senior high schools)
• Class time changes
• Nutrition breaks in junior high